6th Annual ESC National Market Transformation Conference
Quick Links

July 12, 2017

Sponsorship and Exhibits

Want In On The Action?

Agenda

THE ESC AND THE NEVADA ESC CHAPTER HOST
6TH ANNUAL MARKET TRANSFORMATION
CONFERENCE

Hotel Information
Registration
Past Conferences
SAVE THE DATE:
August 9 -11, 2017

Hotel Update
The ESC room block was filled by the
July 10th deadline. But, for the second
time additional rooms have been
added and the deadline extended until
July 17th. Only a few rooms are
available at the special conference
rate! Please contact the hotel today. If
you have questions or need
assistance, please contact Tracey
Kohler at
tkohler@energyservicescoalition.org.
The Green Valley Spa and Resort in
Henderson, Nevada is the conference
hotel as the ESC convenes its
members and industry experts for its
sixth annual national conference.
For those arriving early a preconference reception is scheduled for
the evening of August 9th in the ESC
Hospitality Suite. The conference
sessions begin the afternoon of August
10th and conclude the afternoon of
August 11th.
The Green Valley Ranch Resort and
Spa provides free airport
transportation, has a business center
and free wired high-speed internet in
the guest rooms.

The Energy Services Coalition (ESC) and the Nevada
ESC Chapter are co-hosting next month's national
gathering of industry experts in Henderson, Nevada.
The conference will focus on the policies, projects,
technologies, and the ESC network that is working to
educate and help build the marketplace for guaranteed energy savings
performance contracting nationwide.
Serving the nation since 1999, the ESC is the only private/public partnership
whose sole mission is to accelerate the acceptance of energy savings
performance contracting. The ESC membership is comprised of nearly 300
members representing state energy offices, energy service companies, finance
companies, building owners and others interested in performance contracting.
The ESC has a network of 30 state chapters located throughout the country.
These state chapters reflect the same mission and public/private partnership
approach as the national organization.
During the past 18 years the ESC has played an important role in supporting
and facilitating the development and implementation of energy savings
performance contracting programs in states throughout the country. The main
mission of our chapter network is to provide statewide on-the-ground education
to policy-makers and end-users on performance contracting.
You don't have to be a member to attend the national conference, but
attendance is limited -- so you do need to register soon! See ya'll in Henderson
Learn More

Thank You Gold Sponsor: Johnson Controls (JCI)

The ESC is the nation's only publicprivate partnership organization
dedicated to accelerating the broader
use and acceptance of Energy
Savings Performance
Contracting at the state and local
level. If you are in a position of
delivering the benefits of ESPC, this
conference is designed for you.

Echelon is the original "Internet of Things" company, with 25 years experience in
commercial and industrial connected controls. Products installed in thousands of
buildings, hundreds of smart cities, making 110M+ connections to 'things.' Stop by
and see why Echelon is among the top 3 suppliers of smart street lights
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